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Almost all binary options brokers offer binary options bonuses and diversified forms of benefits to
their clients. One of most popular forms for attracting binary option traders is the binary option
bonus.

Bonuses offered by binary option intermediaries may also be a part of the full set of criteria in
selection of the best binary options broker.

Usually, investment companies promote two main types of binary options bonuses. Brokers
elaborated the so called â€œinitialâ€• and â€œtradingâ€• bonuses, based on the standard that needs of the binary
option trader- beginner and the experienced binary option trader are quite different.

The initial binary options bonus is offered to â€œstart-upsâ€• on the binary options market. The main
function of the bonus is to stimulate and support the trader while he is trading for the first time binary
options. It is rather an educational stimulus for beginners in binary trading.

Often, he amount which is granted to the investor varies depending on the initial deposit done by the
binary trader. The larger deposit is the higher amount/ percentage of the bonus is.

In brokersâ€™ review section can be done a comparison of offered by binary brokersâ€™ initial bonuses.

The second type of bonus denoted a â€œtrading bonusâ€• is granted by the binary options broker for active
traders. Most binary options brokers give the bonus under condition. For an example, the binary
option trader may grant trading bonus which is redeemable only if traderâ€™s trading volume exceeds
20 times the volume of the bonus value.
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